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Page 2 December 20, 1972
Recently an article was written
in Black Gold entitled, "Black
Economic Development." This
article articulated, at the very
least, a sense of urgency if not a
sense of impending crisis surrounding the need of Black Americans
to develop economic institutions.
However, the article was disappointing, first because it abounds
in contradictions and half truths,
and second, it offers no viable
economic alternatives except for
replacing exploita ti ve white
cooperatives and shopkeepers with
Black ones.
The article starts by suggesting
that Black leaders are following
the "traditional route taken by the
European ethnic groups" to gain
equality for Blacks.
This I. s
followed by statements, the gist of
which says that Blacks have
nothing in common with
Europeans because Blacks were
brought to America by brute
force; and further that Blacks
have ignored how other ethnic
groups have been assimilated into
America. This author interprets
these assertions as contradictory
to the first paragraph and as a half
truth.

not Ignore that the first slaves in
America-some, involuntary-were white indentured . servants. Therefor, the facts suggest
that the European role has been
exaggerated and misjudged.
A major result of the slave trade
and slavery was the disintegration
of African forms of social
organization, family life, religion,
and language-culture. The distruction of African culture has left
Blacks, as Kenneth Stampp
described, neither an African nor
an American but a man suspended
"between two cultures" unable to
participate fully in either. One of
the implications of this fact is that
although Afro-Americans skin
color is African, their minds are
culturally conditioned more by
Europeans than by Africans. This
mental commonality with
Europeans has created a dilemma
for Afro-Americans, a dilemma
which only death or a "lighter
shade of pale" in skin color will
solve.
Therp exist other examples of
comparisons between AfroAmericans and other ethnic or
religiOUS groups. The Irish advanced themselves by making

Letters to the Editor

the Irish and Italian groups.
Rhode Islana. Given the fact that
The disintegration of the power the $160.00 is tax deductible, "a
established by the Black church reasonable man" would be atdoes not however.negate collective tracted to this opportunity.
efforts by Blacks especially
This would be true except for
political endeavors. One only has these historical and logical deducto witness the election of Black tions. First, relative economic
mayors in major cities, the efforts concepts are, basically, foreign to
of the Black Congressional Caucus the Black community. This
and the National Black Political phenomenon is not unique to Black
Convention in Gary, Indiana which people. Whenever individuals of
attest to this point. These ac- , any class have a long history of not
complishments have produced
being able to support themselves
some absolute results especially in
and their families or are
view of the fact that unlike other
pessimistic about the future, a
immigrants groups, Afroprogram offering deferred retur~s
Americans are considered in many
on initial monetary investment IS
circles mentally inferior and
often doomed to failure . Superimphysically repugnant.
posed upon this trend is a general
The implication -of the role esplantation conditioned distrust by
tablished institutions has
the lower and working class of
played-political, economic, and
Black leadership. The result is a
religious-in advancing other
political and economic bomb shell.
ethnic groups is significant. All
Secondly, the Black community
three groups, Irish, Italian, and
in Rhode Island and to some extent
AfrO-American, transplanted their
other parts of the United States
rural way of life, the Irish and
have not acquired the "economies
Italian to urban America whereas
of scale" both in population and/or
Afro-Americans were forced to
income whereby a family can consettle in the rural South. Later
tribute $160.00 to charity. As an ilafter World War II, they migrated
lustration, the Black population of
to urban Ameri ca in mass where
Philadelphia is approximately one
they faced class and racial dismillion (1,000,000) whereas Rhode
crimination. Because class and
Island's Black population accorracial discrimination are inding to the Bureau of the Census is
extricably mixed, Afro-Americans
25,338. The family income of
would have a difficult time convinBlack Rhode Islanders suggest
cing lower class Irish or Italian
that it would be difficult for middle
immigrants that the two kinds of
income families, much less low inexperiences are not highly similar.
come families, to support finanIrish and Italian immigrants abcially the 10-36 program. The me-

The managerial talent, may I add
parenthetically, was lent to the
program by establishe~ white
economic institutions which controlled and served as the brain
thrust of the initially Black idea .
In summary : Before a viable
alternative can be proposed for establishing and developing
economic institutions, there must
be a consensus on economic goals.
Are the goals the traditional kind,
such as income, employment, and
capital accumulation/economic
base? If income and/or employment is the goal, why is ownership
necessary? I would assume that
getting the yearly unemployment
rate down to at least 3.2 percent
would be a desirable goal. This
recognizes that even at 3.2 percent, the black yearly unemployment rate would be at least seven
to ten percent. I also assu~e that
this is a necessary precondition for
pursuing ownership as a viable
economic goal for blacks. On the
other hand, if ownership is
necessary before or after the income and employment fact, how
will this relate to blacks being
semi-colonized politically?
Two possible solutions whi~h involved massive federal or private
funding to Black entrepreneurs
were initiated within the last
decade. Both assumed that it was
in the interest of whites to help
Blacks develop economic institutions which would effectively
compete with or surpass white

Black Economic Development:
A Reply
For example, it is true that
Blacks were brought to America
against their will , however, the
nature of this process is greatly
misunderstood. A book entitled,
Key Issues in the Afro-American
Experience, edited by Nathan I.
Huggins, Martin Kilson, and
Daniel M. Fox, stresses that the
slave trade relationship was not as '
simplistic as some historians
suggest. In the book mentioned
aoov p , R~"il T)~vidson identified
several key elements in the trade
of human souls: (1) The slave
trade gave additional political incentive to the Dahomey, Uraba,
and Ashanti kingdoms located in
western Nigeria . (2) The slave
trade extended as far as central
Africa , the equivalent distance of
which is from Rhode Island to the
state of Washington in the United
States. (3) The European traders
were afraid of tropical diseases,
therefore, they were reluctant to
penetrate thecontinentin pursuit of
slaves. Instead they remained on
the west coast of Africa in fortresses-drinking rum and fighting
off other European traders while
the Ashanti, Uraba, and Dahomey
tribesmen brought slaves to the
coast. Guns, Dutch pipes, gold,
and other materials were given in
exchange. This is not to suggest
that Europeans did not participate
at all in the capturing process nor
to justify the moral implications of
their venture. Then, too, it does

politics their own special business;
the Italians by making a business
of crime. In both cases, the
regular avenues of individual upward socio-economic mobility
were on a whole closed, forcing
these disadvantaged minorities to
improvise extra-legal institut\ons,
the political machine and crime
syndicates. These were defined as
illegitimate and resisted by the
rest of society. Due to the fact
that accumulated dollars usually
multiply geometrically, the Irish
and Italians were finally
assimilated. An indication of this
may be the change in ownership of
construction building companies
first to Irish, then Italian hands.
Assimilation into America for
the Irish and Italians was accomplished under the aegis of the
Catholic Church which imbued
them with the protestant and
materialist ethic-disciplined selfdenial and postponement of
gratification. The transformation
was accomplished in urban
America.
Progress for Afro-Americans
has also been made under the aegis
of the church. Some of the major
accomplishments of the Black
church are patriarchial families,
the accumulation of leadership and
skills, and the ethic of endurance
instilled in Afro-Americans immigrated to urban centers of
America, the result of which
relieved discrimination against

DearValerie,
Let me congratulate you on the publication of Black Gold; such an
expressive and informative piece of work.
I particularly was impressed with the poetry scattered
throughout, and you gave an excellent coverage of the police
brutality incidents in Peacedale and other areas.
Black Gold has a quality about it- beautifully well composed. It
is an art, unique in itself, that continually screams of Black pririe
and where it is going.
Your efforts are the making of history, through much dedication,
application, and love.
LOVE- Black Gold, wouldn't be without it.
Much luck to you and your staff as you continue to create and
speak out.
Sincerely,
Denise Murphy

sorbed the ethic of "future orientation," whereas Afro-Americans,
being isola ted from the
mainstream of America, did not.
Few scholars of Afro-American
history can deny that earlier
nationalist movements, both
secular and @non-secular, envisioned physical separation of
Blacks from America. Many of
the younger nationalists have
proposed to remain in America
and change it by revolutionary
means, if necessary. This confirms that Black people did not
stand by idle while other minority
groups "carved their ,ay into
America."
The earlier Black
nationalist movements did not
define replacements for present
American institutions.
Is replacing white storekeepers
with Black storekeepers and
cooperatives the way to prevent
money, aside from modest
amounts, from leaving the Black
community? This answer must be
perceived within two perimeters:
(1) Such institutions would occupy
a marginal position in American
corporatIOn
The above assumes that institution interests except for real estate, do not have a stake in maintaining the present economic state
of affairs. This is possible, but not
yet probable.
Does a Black capitalist or even
semi-capitalist program aimed at
small marginal business ventures
effectively confront capitalism?
What are viable economic alternatives besides replacing
exploitative Black shopkeepers .or
cooperatives in the place of white
ones? It is a truism that the nature
of any form of capitalism suggests
that the nature of any (orm 01 capitalism suggests that "mone.y
is the God and how to make It
becomes the religion .. " .
Economics becomes the major If
not only base of morality.
Finally Mr. Harris stated that
human and financial support for a
local Rhode island economic effort
10-36 plan, "Can mean a brighter
future for our children ." The 10-36
plan both in Rhode Island and
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where
it originated, is based on several
principles: (1) An individual or
group, preferably an individual, invests a total amount of $360.00;
and (2) $200 goes toward a
profitable investment while $160.00
is a charitable contribution toward
helping the advancement of the
Black community-in this case in

dian family income for both
classes is approximately $6,342
with the major distribution
betweeen $3,000-14,999. A family
with this income could not properly contribute $160.00 to charity. No.
one needs to be a business expert
to understand this fact, even if he
believes that one has to believe in
something great to create great
things.
Generally, the lower class with
salaries below $3,000 and the upper
middle class with salaries above
$10,000 on the Black socioeconomic scale, patronize
religious institutions. I am sure
that an empirical investigaiton of
major contributors among
Reverend Leon H. Sullivan's congregation in Philadelphia will
reveal that the upper middle class
predominate.
Thirdly, no one has been able to
qualitatively or quantitatively
measure the significance of the
role Reyerend Sullivan played in
promoting the plan. This no doubt
led to the success of the 10-36 efforts in Philadelphia.
That
Reverend Sullivan'S role was
necessary cannot be denied. His
leadership was a necessary
precondition for attracting the
financial and human resources .
economic ventures.
Trad i tional democratic
philosophies from the rural past,

reflecti ve of the heightened
rivalries between ~entral city, suburban , and rural areas for political
and economic control, prevented
more than token success for the
Development Corporation Act and
Community Development Corporations (CDC) funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity,
As for private funding, institutions such as Progress
Associa tion for Economic
Development (P .A.E .D. ) are
witnessing daily an increase in the
tune of "benign neglect" as their
funding sources dry up, This may
mean two things: the main export
of the Rhode Island Black community will continue to be labor;
and for the foreseeable future the
Rhode Island Black community
will not be able to employ their
own people except in, basically,
service occupations .
It is perhaps tactless to end an
article ona. notf'of pessimism, The
purpose o~ this article is not
primarily to offer constructive
criticism, but to point out the
failure of a BEAUTIFUL SOUL
BROTHER to provide feasible
economic alternatives which are
not transplants unmodified to
operate within the context of
Rhode Island realities. If I have
accomplished these then I have no
apology to make'for mv
pessimism. Murphy L. Reynolds

G han a i ci"ii
Speaks on
African
Customs

December 20. 1972

Editorial
It has been approximately four weeks since
two Southern University black student$ were
shot down.
When I first heard about the killings, my
thoughts flew back to 1971 when Black students
of URI took over the administration building in
a dramatic attempt to 'open the eyes' of many
naive Rhode Islanders. I was one of those
students. I thought what I was doing was
right-as did the other Black students who
stood by my side.
We had no intention of killing, hurting,
destroying, or burning. We were not being insolent, or "thoughtless revolutionaries." If I
remember correctly, there were tears in many
of my Sisters' eyes; there were unanswered
questions in the eyes of my Brothers.
You see, as we were huddled in that cold
dark room in the very bottom of the Administration building-the reality of our plight
became a little clearer. We were there
because we were Black ... because we have to
struggle every day.•• every minute of our
lives if our united freedom is to come.
You see, freedom is not a tangible thing.
Sometimes it seems so far away (and biting
racism so close) that frustration, lonliness,
anxiety, and that 'we've-got-to-dosomething!!' feeling takes command.
When I heard about the killings, a mirror image of two black souls lying bloody before my
eyes (with two familiar faces) caused me to
shudder from cold black/white reality. We
were (URI/Baton Rouge) one and the same.
Black students are asking for the same thing
in 1970, 1971, and 1972. Baton Rouge Blacks
were asking fori demanding first rate education.
The same as URI Blacks in 1971, the same
holds true for Southern University Blacks in
1972.
Through the white news media,
these student actions/upheavals are written
off as emotional and irresponsible. Brothers
and Sisters you've got to read between the
lines. Black students are dissatisfied because
(again) equal educational opportunities are
unbalanced.
Racism-systematic racism
killed those two brothers from Baton
Rouge-and on a relative level, systematic
racism caused the URI Administration
building take-over. They are one and the
same, Brothers and Sisters-except for one
major difference: when all was over two
brothers laydeadon a Louisiana campus with
hot lead lodged in their skulls.
I repeat: It has been approximately four
weeks since two Southern University black
students were shot down. I sn't it ti me that we
as a people began to question and then speak
out against the deliberate and unmerciful
slaughters of our own kind??

Staff

Charles Alston
Carolyn Senna
I vor Jackson
Murphy Reynolds
Lorise Willis
Linda Hazel
Sheila Harris
Alexa Grant
Kwame Asanti
Nat Jenkins
Renee Grant
Rosalyn Silva
Cathy Lee
Nadine Robinson
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Sadness
Is
Sadness is seeing my Black
brothers
and sisters lead into nowhere,
Sadness is seeing my Black
brothers and sisters,
fooled through ignorance,
Sadness is seeing our population
fall,
because they are fools,

The Black Studies Program of
URI invited Mr. John Kingsley
Ebiasah. a lawyer from Ghana, to
speak at the University, October
14.
Mr. Ebiasah discussed
different aspects of the institution
of marriage under African
Customary Laws and compared
them to marriage under American
Laws. Mr. Ebiasah's frame of
reference was Ghanaian Law and
he stated that many aspects relate
to other African cities.
Ghanaian Marriages
He began his discussion by
stating the different meanings attached to "Marriage" under the
different laws. In Ghana, said
Ebiasah, "marriage is the voluntary union of a man's family to the
family of the woman, for life."
The two families are joined
together. This is contrary to the
Western thought in which
marriage is ' "voluntary union for
life of one man and one woman to
the exclusion of all others." Mr.
Ebiasah further stated, "This is
not accepted by customary laws of
Ghana."
He described the characteristics
of African Customary Law
marr.iages and cited four
characteristics:
1. They are potentially
polygamous, (the right of the man
to maintain more than one wife).
If a married man pursues another
woman for marriage, however,
her family investigates his family,
his economic viability, etc. Mr.
Ebiasah explained that not just
anyone can have more than one
wife. He said African Customary
Law draw major criticisms
because of its practice of
polygamy. However, he continued
in an agricultural society, a man
needs more than one wife. Additionally, because of the need to
procreate (being a dominant
characteristic of African

.
S d
. k
a ness IS nowing beautiful.
Black babies,
are killed before entering this Customary Law marriages), more
earth,
than one wife aids in attaining the
need of reproduction.
2) The extended family inSadness is believing the lies of a
vestigates the family of their
white man,
child's mate after he/she anin his Hb~ral disguise,
nounces his/her desire to marry.
Ebiasah firmly stated that the unSadness is these
ion is voluntary and the children
Sadness is within we,
are not forced to marry. If the two
BLACK PEOPLE,
families come to a consensus, thE'
Linda Coleman
marriage contract is then
arranged.
However. the two
families must give consent befor'~
any marriage contract is
arranged. This serves to rule out
marriages based on infatuatio'n,
poorly planned or timed
marriages, and marriages that
would not be economically viable.
In Anglo-American marriages,
Although our subvarsity said Ebiasah, only the mother and
players do not get the recogni. father are asked to give their contion which they deserve, sent and in many cases, their conNelson Lopes, Walter Morgan, sent is not nece:;sary or sought.
and Carlton Smith are dOing a Consequently, numerous couples
Valerie Southern fine job this year. Claude marry under the influence of inEditor-in-chief English is constructing a team fatuation, with poor planning. and
of able determined players.
poor economic viability.
"Black Gold" Continue the fine job-Claude with
3) ,. African Marriages are unand playerSI!!
ions for life." Critics claim the
African Customary Law
Marraiges are not union for life,
said the Ghanaian, because they do
not have any institutions that
govern the marriages. He argued
against this criticism saying when
a couple has a dispute. they try to
settle it.
If they cannot, the
.Valerie J. Soutnem-Editol-in-cbief
families of the man and woman
Nancy Perry-Assistant Editor
join together to try and settle the
Cora Watkins-Assistant Editor
dispute. "The two families act as
watchdogs. "
Linda Coler:nan ~-Managinl Editor
4) Procreation is a dominant
characteristic of African
Marriages.
Marriages are not
based on love only for love's sake.
"They are not just hugging and

--------1
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kissing." Marriages are based on
the reproduction of children. Most
divorces, Ebiasah said, are a
result of infertility or impotency.
There are proh ibited degrees of
marriage (that aspect of practice
which prevents one person from
marrying another), continued
Ebiasah.
Laws prohibiting
marriage based on consanguinity
and affinity are more strictly
adhered to under African Law than
under Western Law. He cited
cases in the United States where
there were marriages between two
people of close blood ties. "This
will never happen in Ghana," said
Ebiasah. If the laws governing incest, consaguinity and affinity, are
violated, the individual faces
serious negative sanctions.
Tyes of Marriages
Next, Mr. Ebiasah discussed
the types of marriages recognized
in Ghana. The first type he discussed is the Ordinance Marriage
which is contracted under the law,
(that aspect known under Western
Law). The second type is the nonChristian marriage or the African
Customary Law marriage. The
third type recognized under Ghna
La w is the Mohammedan
Marriage.
This marriage is
celebrated before an Imam. Then
the marriage has to be registered
under the law. If it is not
registered, certain rights will not
be afforded the marriage union.
There are no illegitimate
children in Ghana, Mr. Ebiasah
went on to say proudly. .• A child is
a child when recognized as a child
in the place where he was born."
Every child born in Ghana,
whether under Customary Law of
or Ordinance Law (that aspect of
Law known in Western tradition),
can inherit, become a successor,
become a chief or a familY" head.
If a man married under
Customary Law, has more than
one wife and has an affair with
another woman who has a child by
him, the child is recognized as a
child, and the child of that father.
If a man married under the Ordinance Law has an affair with
another woman who has his child,
the child is inheritor of his
matrilineal uncle, (his mother's
brother), and enjoys all rights and
obligations. If a man is married
under the Ordinance Law,
however, any other marriages are
null and void.
Mr. Ebiasah questioned the
legitimacy of "illegitimate"
children in America. In this country, a child considered
"illegitimate," he said, cannot inherit, cannot be a successor, nor
oojoy certain rights or obligations.
Contrary to this, "illegitimate"
children serve in the Army and
perform all other function and
duties western society imposes on
children; yet and still. they do not
enjoy certain rights.
Finally, Mr. Ebiasah stated that
each child must be named in
Ghana. The man brings each of his
children to his father's family for a
name. In the case of a widow, the
rna,! 's family must look qfter the
wife and her chiidren.His family is
rrwrried to her until she marries
atain, and ''then the families
obligation to her ceases. His fami
ly is obligated to the children unt:l.
they are no longer children. If a
family nef'lects their duties
toward the wife and her children,
they can be brought to court.
We' would like to thank Mr.
Ebiasah for taking his time to visit
us at the University and sharing
part of his African experiences and
knowled~~th us. Thank_You.

Carolyn Senna

-----------~------
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InformaI ·Rap with
Ida Lewis
"There is an encore of human
experiences. In our magazine,
anyone and any situations are
acceptable."
ENCORE is a magazine of
great versatility. Basically, it
deals with the Black peoples and
their happenings on an international basis. The introductory
issue of this magazine was distributed throughout the United
States during the summer of '72.
The incipient issue was first
published and distributed in the
United States and abroad in
September of '72. With great
backing and stories of interest
for all peoples, the success of this
young magazine is assured.
Ms. Ida Lewis, editor of
ENCORE, came to URI on Nov.
30. It was during the proceedings
of this visit that she spoke the
above words to a group of approximately 40 students .
Although the turnout was small,
Ms. Lewis still presented the
campus with some very valuable
and informative · views on her
position in the news media.
Sponsored by Uhuru Sasa and
Kingston Woman's Liberation,
the hour and one half meeting
took place in the Memorial Union
ballroom.
Previous to her
speaking engagement,
Ms. Lewis stated: "As a Black
magazine, ENCORE tries not to
give a distorted view of existing
social problems. Realizing that
my magazine actually is a
business, I am fully aware of the
fact that it must one day establish .itself in the Black com- I
munity. As editor, I realize that I
must print viable alternatives."
Opening the session, a member
of the Kingston Woman's Liberation asked about her views on
Woman's Lib.

o

"There is no place .for the
realize that although older people
Black woman in Women's
have outdated views , we must
Liberation. It is merely a fight
·honor them because they are 'the
between the white man and
old,' and are trying to set
woman of the "white family
examples."
structure. "
Ms. Lewis feels that although
Most of the rap dealt with Ms.
Black news medias are
Lewis' views on the types of
somewhat separated, in ten, fifstories ENCORE will focus itself
teen, twenty, or· one hundred
upon . Seeing the magazine as a
years, the existing businesses
means of communication among
should work to solve this
peoples, the material printed is
problem. Hopefully, she stated,
quite open. There are no restric"We will all one day com tions , and usually no barriers. If
municate with each other and be
a story or article has merit and
unified under one roof. "
worth to the world at large, Ms.
Some students felt that any
Lewis tries to find a place for it
means of communication has its
in her magazine.
biases. No matter how hard one
Journalism is slowly becoming
tries, one's own views seem to
liberal. In the past ten to twenty
enter into presentations. In
years, people have begun to fight
respoii~e
to this Ms . Lewis
against organized media. Ms.
exclaimed, "I know that there
Lewis feels that any media which
does exist a Black point of view.
exerts subatantial power and conHowever, in order to keep the
trol is usually a biased form of
self out of the stories, first hand
communication. With the rising
knowledge is used . I know that
of revolutionary trends in the
many written materials or news
United States, there has begun a
ariticles are distorted, but
new breed of writers, critics,and
ENCORE presents facts , and
general thought patterns. Many
allows the reader to distort them
" underground" papers are
in his own way."
springing up all over the country.
Ms. Lewis was complimented
The general con census seems to
on the rapid growth of her young
be to control the "controls" of esmagazine. Students felt that she
tablished medial.
was exceptional in her acDuring the course of the· rap ,
complishments . Calmly and
Ms. Lewis was asked to campare
most seriously, Ms. Lewis
her magazine to the already eswrapped up her rap:
tablished Black magazine
STUDENT: "You are an
EBONY. Although Ms. Lewis
exceptional woman Ms. Lewis.
felt that she was not a qualified
All of your accomplishments
person to respond to the question,
have taken form in such
she stated, "One, my magazine is
rapidity."
relatively new, and EBONY is
LEWIS- "Black people do
quite established. Two, the
everything in a very short period
editor of EBONY, Mr. Johnson,
of time. I am no exception. As a
is writing out of an older tradi- • people, we must and are use to
tion. As readers, we must keep
doing the impossible (which
whites see as exceptional) . It is
this in mind. Three, all opposition to what he prints should
through many trials and limited

.

I

Ida, during the rap.

errors, that I have learned to
overcome
journalistic
problems. "
STUDENT- "Maybe you are
right. I guess whites do not have
the determination or the drive to
move upward. But somehow, I
still find your accomplishments
extraordinary. "

LEWIS"There are
thousands of Blacks who have
done things in their own fields .
excepYes, my people are
tional people in terms of endurances . Therefore, I do not see
myself as a martyr. I know too
many others who have accomplished just as much and
more!"
Nancy Perry

•

Movie Review:

Creed
Rev. A.L. Hardge

..-

"Sounder"

d

Black Man in celluloid are usually studs as hustlers, dealing in
coke, smoke, and (women) flesh. And Black women are generally
materialistic, stupid broads who have little going for them except
Hollywood pretty faces, willing bodies, and the ability to lie on
their backs and moan a lot.
Marcia Ann Jillespie
Essence Magazine; Oct., 1972
by Lorise Willis

a
You are so every day people
I can't describe,
I pictured you different,
Are you surprised?

I respect your experience because
you are you
and I well I'm me,
And we all have some knowledge
worth revealing,
I see,

0

But you gave me hope
where there could of been just
dreams,
Because you have accomplished
so much of what others call
dreams,

So as one sister to another
I wish you the best,
Because I'm proud to call you
sister Ida,
and another friend.
Linda Coleman

o

If you agree with any part of the
above quote by Marica ann
Jillespie, Editor of Essence, and
the way she speaks out against the
new flood of Black movies in the
American motion picture industry,
then the 20th Century-Fox release
called Sounder is the movie for you .
Sounder was taken from a book
written by William H. Armstrong,
and it received a 1970 Newberry
Award. The picture is named after
the Morgan family's hound dog,
who plays minor symbolic importance in the story.
Sounder is one of the most
realistic pictures of our time. The
setting is a Louisiana
sharecropper's family, and their
story of survival during the great
depression of the 30's. The central
theme of the story can be
summerized in one word-LOVE.
A hard working father, finding it
impossible to feed his hungry
family-out of love and
desperation-steals food to feed
them. David, 12, the son, walks
halfway across country, with just
the companionship of his dog ,
trying to visit his father Nathan.
Nathan sentenced to one year in a

worker camp.
David only knew the name of the
work camp his father was in. He
returned home failing to contact
his father, because Blacks were
not told this type of information .
Sounder is a real tear-jerker for
both men and women , but most important the story is believable. No
punch lines are given and the story
is not built up to portray what did
not occur in the South.
The ending was also realistic, in
that the Morgan family never obtains any change in status. Nathan,
after .coming home from a prison
work camp, is forced to send his
son to another type of life. Instinctively he says, "Son, I want you to
have a better life than sharecropping. I want you to go to that new
schoo!. "
Sounder, a picture rated G, is a
movie of whichI feel is capable of
winning an Academy Award
nomination. The excellent performance of Cecily Tyson as Rebecca-mother, will captivate you.
Other major characters include
Paul Winfield as Nathan ; Kevin
and Eric Hook as sons ; and
Yvonne Jarrell as Josie Mae-the
daughter.

I dare not laugh at stupidnes~,
Nor ridicule my foes,
For 10- my God will judge my
act,
And 10- my life he knows!
I will not cry when trouble comes,
Nor faint when foes oppress,
For lo-God suffers pain to come,
And lo-brings happiness.
Thus then if he creator be,
Of all in life I meet,
Ought I not try to bear my cross,
The bitter and the sweet!
This be'hly prayer Dear God,
In sunshine and in rain,
To love my God- to cleanse
myself,
To help my fellow man!

SO. PROVo TUTORIAL, INC.
5 Temple Street
Providence, Rhode
02905

Island

Tutoring hours are Monday
through Thursday. We follow
the school calendar so when
ever the schools do not have
school we don't either.
Time: J: P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
There will be tutor transporta.
tion money for those who
come . .

Location Jrd floor
Telephone: 785·2126 or 2127

Nat: An Omega
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In the near future Brother Nat Jenkins will
become a member of Omega Psi PhI- Fraternity
Inc., thus adding a new dimension to fraternity life
here at URI. Omega Psi Phi one of four national
black fraternities was founded In 1911 by
brothers Ernest E. Just, Edgar A. Love, Oscar J.
Cooper, and Frank Coleman. Built on the principles of enduring experiences In life, scholar
achievement, manhood, and striving to help
others, Omega Psi Phi has since expanded to a
fine organization of some 40,000 strong black
men dedicated to thflse principles.
Most people don't realize that black fraternities
and sororities exist. The only Image they have of
fraternity life Is what they have seen of white
fraternities and sororities. Omega Psi Phi doesn't
try to Instill an elitist attitude In Its members. It Is
not for well-off black college men; It's tor brothers
who are Interested In continuing the principles on
which Omega Psi Phi was founded. Nat hopes to
generate Interest In Omega Psi Phi among the
brothers on campus. Possibly, there will be a
chapter here at URI next year.

•
•
•

... taking measurements.

Nat, surveying land on campus.

Consider Engineering
Brothers, do you ever wonder
how super highway systems are
designed, how the pressure
varies on a submarine when it is
at the surface of the water then
submerges to a depth of 1000
feet? Ever ask yourself what
enables you to tum on your
radio or television and get instant
sound and picture, or how waste
water can be transformed into
drinking water? These and other
interesting questions relating to
the scientific world around us
can be answered when you make
engineering your choice of study.
There is a real need for black
engineers in the country. One
third of the working black people
in America are in specialized or
technical fields. BJC!ck engineers
can help us get on our feet,
because they benefit financially
and just as important, they can
supply plans which can directly
help black people. Pollution,
both air and water, are prevalent
in all major cities. As we know,
the city is the place where the

majority of the black population
lives .
An environmental
engineer is trained to deal with
the problems which exist in the
city. This is what I am interested
in doing. I hope to improve the
water and air we must drink and
.
breathe.
Obtaining a bachelor of science
degree in engineering is not easy.
Much time and effort must be
spent learning equations and concepts. C have found that the
majority of black students
entering collage have not
recieved a strong and broad
enough
background in
mathematics.
This would
necessitate a redirection of the
students while still in high school
away from other fields which
will not directly help them
toward advanced mathematics
a~d technical courses which they
Will need if an education in
engineering is desired.
Discipline must be practised in
obtaining an engineering degree.
One must have enough insight to

realize that he must work hara at
getting that which is worth while
to him. At times he must study
when he wants to party, go
socializing, or play basketball.
But ask yourselves brothers,
which will benefit you more in
the long run.
With an engineering educatil'l'
under you ,belt, you leave
yourself open to other avenues
for studies and jobs in the future.
If you should decide that after
earning your B.S. that you would
like to do some other line of
work, you will find making the
transition not too difficult. An
engineering education teaches
you to study efficiently and think
logically when faced with .<.!
problem that has to be solved.
Brothers, do you ever wonder
what life is like being an
engineering student, studying
concepts which you will be able
to apply to your daily lives?
Ever ask yourselves if you can
achieve the necessary commitments? If you feel an
engineering education is for you,
then give it a try.
B r 0 . Nat han i e I H .IJenkins

Race and Racism Played Down
In Attica Report
by Robert N. Taylor
All-African News Service

NEW YORK, N.Y.-In the wake
of the long-awaited report on last
year's rebellion at Attica state
prison, the reaction among many
Black persons associated with Attica has generally been favorable, .
terming the report an adequate in- .
dictment of the American penal
system.
Yet several complaints common
among Blacks finding disagreement with the report have been
aired and chief among them is the ·
belief that the significance of race
in the origin and development of
the Attica rebellion and blood letting was consciously played down .
Milton Williams, a Black
member of the investigative team,
speaking at a Columbia university
graduate school forum recently,
indicated that in his opinion, race'
and racism were actually two of
the most important factors behind ·
the outbreak and killing at Attka.
"In essence," said Williams,
"the reasons for what happened at
Attica are no different than those
which
caused
the Harlem"
Watts, Detroit, Newark and other
riots of the mid and late sixties."
The commission itself, though
offici/illy placing a lesser
emphasis on race, reached many
conclusions which buttress
Williams' contention.

So strong were the inmates'
"Rather
than
being
revolutionary conspirators bent on beliefs that an armed assault
destruction," the body found, "the would not occur as long as they
Attica rebels were part of a new held the ostages that even when
breed of younger, more aware in- the assault actually began, there
mates-largely Black-who came were prisoners in the yard telling
to prison full,of deep feelings of other inmates not to run and
alienation and justify hostility shouting "they (the state police)
against the established system of are only using rubber bullets,"
law and government, enhanced revealed a commission counsel.
The report has shed further light
self-esteem, racial pride and
political awareness and an un- on the already questionable
willingness to accept the petty reasoning underlying and guiding
humiliation and racism that the assault. It is especially worth
noting tha t even though it was
characterized prison life."
Herbert X. Blyden, an articulate known by police commanders that
former inmate during the there was hostility among their
rebellion, has echoed this men towards the inmates, and
emphasis on the new breed of further that Gov. Rockefeller had
Black prisoners and further ordered all Attica correctional
facility officers to be barred from
pointed out that this rebellion also,
the assault due to their emotional
like others throughout recent
attachment to the rebellion, not
history, accomplished very few
only did they actively participate
gains for Black people.
(against the governor's order), buf
"The Bloody Massacre which
everyone
involved in the in·
(took place at Attica) shows that
vasion-state troopers and prisor:
the pray-in stage, the wade-in
officials alike-was unrestr icted ir
stage, the sit-in stage, yes even the
their use of shotguns.
riot stage, has failed to alter the
These gun. were loaded witb
course of this repressive system of
OO-buckshot which spread at dis·
injustice," said Blyden.
A further characteristic of the tances of 30 feet or more, strikin~
Black and Third World inmates in 'targets' indiscriminately. After
the revolt that has been noted was the rebellion was quelled
a strong belief in the humanity of reprisals against the prisoners
took place just as indiscriminate·
the prison officials.
ly.

Some of the most controversial
findings of the commission
centered around the role Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller played.
Placing in perspective Gov.
Rockefeller's stubborn refusal to
go to the prison, the commission
said such neglect became a major
contributing factor to the uprising.
It appears from available
evidence that Gov. Rockefeller's
major concern during the Attica
febeIlion
was not to prevent
the loss of lives, but rather to prevent Attica from becoming a
precedent-setting event for inmates in other prisons in the US.
Gov. Rockefeller himself even
confessed "I was trying to do the
best I could to save the hostages,
save the prisoners and restore the
order and preserve our system
without undertaking actions which
could set a precedent which would
go across the country like wild
fire. "
That system which Gov.
Rockefeller was trying so hard to
preserve-the American penal
s~stem-claims to be the only
Viable method of handling such
'criminals ' through incarceration
and accompanying rehabilitation. .
It is in the name of rehabilitation
that the inmates' demands are
denied, the criminals tried and the
system maintained.

Yet in the case of Attica,
America's bloodiest prison
rebellion to date, the commission
could only conclude tha t "If
anyone was rehabilitated, it was in
spite of Attica, not because of it."

........................................................................................................................

Woman's Libera.tion
and
the Black Woman·•

.

One and the same?

........................................................................................................................
Women's liberation or the
freedom to choose whatever life
style/direction a woman wishes to
undertake is a growing,
recognizable phenomenon which
seems to be rocking the very foundations of American society.
It is basically a civil rights issue,
yet, how does it relate to the Black
woman?? It seems the struggle
for liberation of both the Black
female
and
male
has
overshadowed the segmented
'women-freedom' cry.
As a result, a negative attitude is
generally circulated among many
Black women towards the liberation concept white women are
acclaiming.
"We must think of liberation in
terms of our entire people "
explained Mary Etchison, a Black
student at the University of Rhode
Island.
"When we talk about women 's
liberation in a Black context. .. we
have to realize it is entirely
different," she said.
This recent surge of 'woman
power' is consistently defined as a
'white bag' by many Blacks. At
times it seems the phrase may be
replaced with 'white power' which
adds more confus ion to the many
misconceptions generating
throughout the country.
When the topic is discussed, said
Sheila Harris, another URI student, "I always picture the hippie_type middle class white girl."
A White Bag?
One may wonder why a
stereotype has emerged from the
broad spectrum of elements included in the woman's movement.
One obvious reason is that the
majority of women in the movement are white. However, though
the band wagon is mostly joined by
whites, the platform on which it
stands has beneficial undertones
for Black women .
In 1967, the New Democratic
Coalition was formed.
This
basically represented a clear cut
platform for women's rights. This
Coalition clears the air, in regards
to explaining exactly what women
are basically against or for. Some
of the rights which it insisted 'upon
are:
Equal Employment Opportunities
The New Democratic Coalition, called for "substantial increase in all government efforts to
end employment descrimination
against women, beginning with
hearing by Federal, State and City
Human Rights Commissions into
the nature and efforts of job bias in
the major industries."
It also calls for "laws to make
maternity leaves and maternity
benefits available to working
women."
1.

Abortion Law ReReal
"There are over a mi lion
. a bo rtions performed in the U.S . every
year," claims the Coalition.
"Under 1 % of them are legal,
25% of all women in America have
had illegal abortions-500 to 1000
women die each year from illegal
abortions," the Coalition adds, "or
suffer brutilizing degradation at
the hands of amateurs and hacks ."
With this thought, the Coalition
"affirms women's rights to control her own body and to decide
whether or not to bear a child."
Housing and Public Accommadation
The Coalition feels "women suffer economic consequences from
the policies of landlords and rental
agents ."
It believes "discrimination
against women in housing and
public accommodations is archaic
and unfair, and that it should be illegal."
Universal Child Care
"Almost 40 percent of the
women who work are mothers, and
40 percent of them have children
under six," the Coalition states.
Nationally, it adds, "only 2 percent of the children of working
mothers receive group day care . ..
the rest are watched by relatives
or look after themselves."
The Democratic. Coalition
believes "the government should
provide child care centers as a
matter of right to ali children
whose mothers need it. These
centers should be educational or
recreational or a combination of
the two."
Equality in Education
The Coalition feels in many
educational systems a definite
quota is set in regards to sex. In
'masculine-defined' professions it
feels women are left out and ignored.
It supports "total equality of opportunity in education for women
and favors Federal, State, and City
legislation to bar discrimination in
education and training programs
on the basis of sex."

This Coalition pledges "to encourage more women to seek
nomination for public and party office, and to press government officials to hire more women in
major administrative and policymaking capacities."

Valerie Southern

........................................................................

Know

Contraception
It is felt that not enough informationiscirculated to U.S. women
about contraceptive devices
available to them. Also, younger
women (primarily high school
students) are not given adequate
data regarding contraceptive
devices.

Black woman
that proud, solid
vehicle
of strength
sending, mending messages of:
undefined love
which can no longer be
scrubbed
raped
washed away
so proud •••• so proud
~

..........................................

Women in Party and Government
Offices

...............................................

vis

A great many of these Blad . The s~me ar~uments are t~ue .
working women were "service f. or pu bl IC h~usI~g accom.oda t Ion
workers," adds Pressman. Also, a Issues, ~qu~hty 10 .educ~tlOn ~nd
~~~~r~itydoh~~htl~cSh~o~~t~fe~t~~
great many of the white working the contmumg gamlt of h~eratJ~n
women held higher status jobs requests .
T~e ~elat~onshlp
reported," stated the Coalition.
than Blacks.
between women s. hbe~atlOn and
It urges "the repeal of laws that
Economically comparing the the Black woman IS obvIOUS. Yes,
restrict the availability of conwhite and Black female she says, I ag~ee, Black. wome~ ~re
traceptives, and calls on the
" a higher percentage of non_whit€expIOited but th~s explOitatlO~
government to make low cost conwomen are in the labor force, an takes form,. not 10 f.em~le an~l~~~e~~~~~h:~~!!able to women
working wives, and workin~
mal~ rebelhons.' but l~on~cally 10
mothers and their earning accoun closmg any dlfferentIatmg gap
How Relative?
for a larger percentage of tb between the Black male and
family income." However, th
female. .
.
Many of the above demands may
chart shows they were lowest pail
A.s said by "Cora. Wa.tk1Os, a
be realistically correlated to the
of the other three categories.
semor at ~RI, ~n thiS day and a.ge
needs of the Black woman . For
where we re try 109 to create UnIty
example, she has been on the botIn a nutshell, concluded amongoursel ves, we can't go into
tom of the economic totem pole
Pressman, the Black female has this white thing (meaning
ever since her introduction into the
"a significant amount of family women's liberation) when unity is
rna i ns trea m of A mer ica n
responsibility and economic need , so important."
economic system.
and a lower income than the black
Nothing New
male or the white female ." It may
Basically, there is nothing new
According to Sonia Pressman,
be said, though white females are
author of Job Discrimination and
discontented , Black women are in about 'struggling' for the Black
She has experienced,
the Black Woman, "in 1967, the
a much more unsettling economic female.
throughout her life , the very same
position.
medium wage or salary of yearround full-time wor~ers (14 years
In regards to abortion reforms, exploitative circumstances whites
of age and older) by sex and race ' in New York City, 80 percent of the are just beginning to expose . For
was:
women who actually died from iI- :nany years she has struggled and
White men .. . . . $7,518
legal abortions were Blacks or is commonly referred to as the
Black men .. . . . $4,837
Puerto Ricans. Again the Black " pillar of strength" for her family
White women .. .. . $4 ,380
aspect of women's liberation is a and her race.
It is suggested the Black woman
grim and more realistic affair.
Black women ..... $3,268
does suffer on a more realistic
degree female oppression
~
~
however, she relates this to the
total oppression equally imposed
on her male counterpart and
offspring.
Where white females experience
'consciousness raising' (which
continuously causes growing friction between herself and her male
companion), the opposite reaction
has, is and probably will continue
to develop between the Black male
and female.
As said by Etchison, "if your
people aren't free than all the
women's liberation in the world
isn't going to make you free."
Freedom for women may be
termed a fight for civil liberties-true. However, one must not
so easily include the Black woman
in this generalized fight. For she
has a seperate Black fight which
was, is, and will continue to be a
seperate yet significant role in the
liberation of her very own.
In 1969, "there were nearly 2,500
reported pregnancies among New

.............................•.•..•..........•

On the

Federal Level

1. Tbe Equal Pay Act, passed in
1963.
This act requries equal
wages and salaries for men and
women in equal work, and is administered by the Department of
Labor.
2. Executive Order 11375, issued
by President Johnson in October,
1967. The Order, administered by
the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance (OFCC) in the Department of Labor, applies to government contractors. It added a
prohibition against discrimination
based on sex to Executive Order
11246, which previously had
prohibited only discrimination
based on race, color, religion, and
national origin . The Ordp.r

Your
3. Executive Order 11478, issued
by President Nixon, which becam~
effective in August, 1969. This
order prohibits discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex,
and national origin in covered
positions in the Federal Governnent, including certain positions
n the District of Columbia. government.

4. The Age Discrimination in
Employment Act of 1967, which
became effective on June 12, 1968.
This statute, administered by the
Department of Labor. prohibits
discrimination based on age
between the ages of 40-65. While it
does not prohibit sex discrimination . it plays a Significant role in
enlarging employment opportunities for women over 40 years
. who wish to .return to the labor
requires government contractors market or change jobs.
to develop and implement written
5. The National Labor RelatlOlUl
affirmative action programs to Ad, asame .•ICHd, which is admineUmmate sex discrimination or istered by the National Labor
face the cancellation and future Relations Board. This act is
primarily concerned with union
loss of government contracts.

Rights!!
representation elections ana unfair employment practices involving union representation :
However, discrimination based on
race, religion, sex, and national
origin by employers and unions
would also appear to come within
the coverage of the act.
On the state and local levels, there
are:
State and municipal f,air
practices commissions which prohibit discrimination based on ra~e, color,
religion, sex and national origin.
There are 34 state commissions to
which the EEOC defers on charges
of discrimination based on race,
color, religion, and national origin.
Only 19 of these commissions also
have jurisdiction over discrimination based on sex.
2. State equal pay legislatioa,
which requries equal pay for equal
work regardless of sex. Thirtyfive states currently have IUCb
legislation.
.
1.

employm~nt
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, Unemployment Among Adults Is Most Severe for
Women of Minority Races:

10~----~----+4----~~~~~~----+------+~~~~~

Among adults 20 years of age and over, unemployment is most severe for women of minori......
ty r'a ces- 5.8 percent in 1969. The comparable
......
rates for men of minority races, whitewomen,and
. white men were 3.7, 3.4, and 1.9 per cent, respec.p.p~---+--~~~--=--t-----t-~----11 tively. Historically, unemployment among adults
. has been highest for men of minority races, but
since 1963 it has been most severe for women of
minority races.
Women-Minority Race
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Incidence of Poverty Is High in Families Headed
by a Woman Worker:
Many families headed by a woman are poor
even though the woman works. Among families
headed by a woman who worked in 1968, 45 per
cent of theose of minority races and 16 per cent of
the white lived in poverty. In contrast, among
families headed by a man who worked in 1968,
. only 16 per cent of those of minority races and 4
per cent of the white were poor.
Families Headed by a Woman Worker
Families Headed by a Man Worker

,

4% POOR

•

White Families
(2,386,000 )

Families-Minority Races
(3,245,000)

White Families
(36,322,000)

Families-Minority Races
(850,000)

PERCENT
r---~----~--~------~--~~------~------~35
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Almost 3 Out of 10 Teenage Girls of Minority
Races Are Unemployed
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Unemployment among teenagers (16 to 19 years
of age) is most severe among girls of minority,
races, whose unemployment rate of 27.7 per cent
in 1969 was considerably higher than it had been in
1955 (19.2 percent). Next most disadvantaged are
boys of minority races, whose unemployment rate
was 21.3 percent in 1969. In contrast, the un- '
employment rates for white girls and white boys·
in 1969 were 11.5 and 10.1 per cent, respectively.
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(The above charts were prepared
by the U.S. Department of Labor,
J.D. Hodgson, Secretary 1971
(revised) .)
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Jaclyn Inc.
~---------------

Uganda-Tanzania conflict

~
Jaclyn, Incorporated is a minority owned business, the first of its
kind in Rhode Island. After twO'
years as co-directors of the
successful Industrial Training
Center for Speidel-Jack Warrick
and Lyn Smith formulated a,
private corporate enterprise . .
Since July of 1970, Jaclyn has,
provided training evaluation, and
consultant services in the per-.
sonnel areas for business and industry, government agencies,
educational institutions, private
health and service institutions, and ". ~~-....- - - - - - neighborhood organizations.
Virginia State College
Jaclyn's training is based on a possesses an M. Ed. from Boston
Mr. Herbert B. Williams
commi tment to posi ti ve University with major emphasis in
Currently Director of the
relationships, and is structured to Adult Education. Mr. Smith has
assist groups to understand and served as consultant to Boston Teacher Corps Program,
explore questions about the tasks UniverSity and the State of Providence School Department.
and responsibilities they are . Massachusetts' Board of Educa- He has extensive experience in
. ed
tion . He is presently Vice- community agencies, and a
requlr to perform.
President of the Adult Education Bachelor of Science degree from
Being a private business, Jaclyn
is not funded by any state or Association in Rhode Island, a Cheyney State College in Cheyney,
federal monies.
Instead Mr. member of the Budget Panel of the Pennsylvania.
Warrick and Mr. Smith must find Rhode Island Urban Emergency
Miss Juarlyn L. Gaier
viable means of selling the Fund, and a Commissioner of the
Miss Gaiter is a candidate for
City of Providence Human
operations of their business to peo- Relations Commission.
Ph.D. in Psychology, Brown
pie functioning as managers,
Univeristy. She possesses a
supervisors, educational in-.
Mrs. Judith A. Haig
Bachelor of Arts Degree in
stitutional personnel, employers in
state organizations, and adManger of Research, deveiop- Psychology from Florida
ministrative and professional ment, and Evaluation, Jaclyn, In- Presbyterian College. Miss Gaier
staff. Already their fairly new corporated. Mrs. Haig attended, is the recipient of a National
organization has been involved in Baylor University, Newark State Science Foundation Fellowship
20 state
projects. Listed,' Teachers College, and is presently and is a mE-mber of the Black
they include:
working for a degree from the Students Psychological Association. She was cited as one of the
University of Rhode Island.
1. A Speidel Training Center
2. Human Relations Training
Center
3. Trainees to work with Mental
Retardations
4. RI.C. Project Upward Bound '
Program
5. Model Cities Administration,
New Bedford, Mass.
6. Naval Human Relations
7. Religious Human Relations
8. School DesegregatiolP, Phase III
·9 O.KO.-Career Training
10. URI Human Relations
11. United Renewal Enterprise
12. Drug Education, North
Kingstown
13 . Brown University Human
Relations
14. Manpower Survey
15. Educational Curriculum
Survey
16. Interpersonal Skills on Schools.
17. Bostitch
Jack Warrick, -President of Jaclyn' -18. Equal Employment
19. Career Training-Model Cities,
Outstanding Young Women of
Mr. Robert L. Bibbs
Providence, RI.
America, 1970.
Manager of Personnel Services,
20. Human Sexuality Education
Dr. Isaac M. Colbert
Jaclyn, Incorporated. He is
The structuring of Jaclyn presently studying for his
Dr.
Colbert
earned his Masters
employs eight full-time employees Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Degree
in
Psychology
at Brown
and access to fifteen consultants. Business Administration from Joh
University, from which he also
The basic structure is as follows : son. and Wales College,
received his doctorate.
He is
Providence, Rhode Island.
The Jaclyn Consultant Team
currently a professor in
experimental psychology at
Mr. James Allison
Mr. James R Warrick Jr.
Northeastern University in
Currently
Opportuni ty
President, Jaclyn, Incorporated.
Massachusetts.
As former Director of Industrial Development Officer /EquaJ
Mrs. Mary S. Keck
Services for Speidel, a Textron Employment Officer for
Company, he nesigned and carried Massachusetts Institute of
Mrs. Keck is a former program
He is ' the adout that company's successful Technology.
planner for OIC (Opportunities Intraining program to hire disadvan-' ministrator of M.LT.'s Affir- , dustrialization Center of Rhode
taged persons. He has served as mative Action Program, including , Island). She is experienced in the
Manpower Specialist for the U.S. State and federal compliance
design an!1 implementation of
Department of Labor, Boston reviews.
educational programs which
District Office, and was responsiceated jobs for individuals ·
Mrs. Wilesse A. Comissiong
ble for the promotion and developmeeting OEO poverty criteria.
Mrs. Comissiong, currently a
ment of manpower programs in
Mrs. Keck possesses a Bachelor of
at
the
candidate
for
a
Doctorate
the New England states. Mr.
Fine Arts Degree from the Rhode
Warrick originated the National University of Massachusetts,
Island School of Design.
possesses
a
Bachelor
of
Science
Urban League On-The-Job
Dr. David McClelland
Training Program which serves Degree in Psychology and a
local Urban Leagues throughout Masters of Education Degree.
Advisor and consultant to
the country. He is former DirecJaclyn, Incorporated and
Mr. Pharnal Longus
tor of the ci ty of Providence
Professor of Psychology and
Ap experienced community
Human Relations Commission.
former chairman of that depart-.
Mr. Warrick is a retired Lieute- organizer from Washington, D.C.
ment at Harvard University.
nant Colonel, U.S. Army, after Hf'is presently a Ph.D. candidate
Three new programs newly imtwenty-one years' service in troop in Social Psychology at Harvard
plemented by Jaclyn encompass:
University.
leadership.
the Drug Education Training
provided by Jaclyn is designed to
Mr. Raymond A. Downs
Mr. Lynn H. Smith
assist community groups in esA 1960 graduate of Hampton
Vice-President and treasurer,
tablishing drug prevention
Jaclyn, Incorporated. Conducted' Institute with a Bachelor of
programs in their communities.
the educational component of Science Degree in Sociology. He
The workshop is designed to
Speidel's program to hire disad- received his Masters Degree in provide information on aspects of
Education from Temple Universi- law and drug abuse, the pharvantaged persons. He was also
ty in Philadelphia. He is presently macology of drugs, and the culture
responsible for production anc
employed as a Needs Assessment. of drug users. The workshop also
production standards of that
Specialist for the R.I. Teachers'.
training operation. A graduate ot
continued on page 11
Center of Rhode Island Depart-.

Problems of African unity
in a nutshell

o

(AANS)- The recent armed conflict on the Uganda-Tanzania
border in East Africa has ended for the moment with the reported
acceptance of a truce pact by the two heads of state, Gen. Idi Amin
of Uganda and Tanzania's president, Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere.
The eight days of hostilities centered around fighting in southern
Uganda bet~een members of its armed forces and an invading
~orce of soldiers generally agreed to be seeking the return to power
m Uganda of former Pres. A. Milton Obote.
The entire affair soon came to involve other African countries as
Libya made an attempt to hasten troops and supplies to Gen.
Amin's assistance. Planes carrying this aid were forced down
while over the Sudan.
Meanwhile, African statesmen under the leadership of Somalia
pushed for reconciliation, while Gen. Amin soon implicated others
in the plot by leveling a blast of accusations at Zambia.
Uganda and Tanzania have had strained relationships since the
overthrow of Pres. Obote. On at least two occassions si'lCe the
coup, border skirmishes have been reported.
Contrary to merely alleged favoritism on the part of Pres .
Nyerere towards Pres. Obote, the differences have sound
ideological substance to them. Pres. Obote leaned more towards
socialist practices, similar to the Ujamaa practiced in Tanzania.
Gen. Amin, on the other hand, trained in Israel and widely
believed to have been engineerep into power (in both theory and
practice) by the Israeli Zionists, has clearly accepted a more
capitalist path.
For reasons clearly unknown though widely believed to be based
on Israel and Britain's refusal to give desired arms, the general
suddenly turned against these two last March and signed a pact
with Col. Muammar QadaJfi of Libya and was soon an outspoken
anti-Zionist.
In terms of African unity, it was Libya's role which first was
startling. Libya is generally recognized as one of the more
progressive African governments- especially in its foreign
relations.
Col. Qadaffi's allegiance with Uganda is reportedly based in
Amin's flight from and subsequent vehement denunciation of
Israeli Zionism. Zionist agression is the immediate enemy of the
Arab people, who make up the vast majority of Libya's people.
Libya is one of the strongest supporters of the struggle of the
Palestinian guerrillas, as evidenced by its fitting heroic burial of
the fedayeen.killed last month in Munich.
Yet its allegiance with Uganda could have brought it to war with
one of the most stalwart champions of Africa's other freedom
fighters, Tanzania, which openly and consistently supports
Southern African guerrillas. Such a confrontation could only have
set Africa back.
Even within North Africa, the Uganda invasion threatened to
ruin internal relations. Pres Jaafar Numeiri of the Sudan is said
to have ordered the downing of the Libyan fighters carrying
assistance to Gen. Amin.
In the face of continued Israeli agression is North Africa, such a
split between two Norht African 'countries supporting the Palestinian struggle could also be only defeating in terms of African unity
and progress of the entire Third World.
The internal problems faced by Gen . Amin also had
ramifications which resounded outside Uganda and echoed in the
arena of the entire continent. His expUlsion of Asians (who control
85 per cent of the country's economy, yet stubgornly refuse to
accept citizenship there) was reflective of a problem common to
several other East African countries as well as Balek lands in the
Caribbean.
In all of these situati~I;Is, Asians represent a legacy of the
colonial rule where it was they- as a class more so than a peoplewho became middlemen for the control of Black economies from
the outside by the European powers.
As portrayed by the white press and BriHsh diplomats, Gen.
Amin's expUlsion of the Asians was 'Black racism' or 'racism in
reverse.' Yet, in an objective sense it represented Amin's solution
to a very real problem, even though it may not have been a correct
,solution tactically.
, The danger was that due to the race-baiting of the white press, it
threatened to somehow throw another thorn into the side of unity
between peoples of color.
Threats of Arab-African divisions (Libya-Tanzania), Arab-Arab
div~sions (Libya-Sudan) and African-Asian divisions (inside Uganda) are all very real. They could be extremely detrimental if
allowed to be means by which the former colonial powers playoff
peoples of color against one another.
A final inherent problem was the age-old tribalism aspects of
African life. Many of Gen. Amin's internal problems stem from
his ruthless dealing with Baganda tribesmen, whose support
. continued on page 11

Annonncelllents
The Education Committee of
Uhuru Sasa will be having a
Black book drive starting
January 2nd. These will be
contributed to the Black·
Students' Library of Uhuru
Sasa_ So •.• when you go home
for Christmas vacation,
remember to bring back any
literature of value. Ask your
friends and neighbors. Please.
• • don't forg.tlil

Brothers and sisters who are
interested in tutoring subjects
to Black inmates at the A.C.I.,
please contact Carolyn Senna
or Mary Etchison. Sessions
are every Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings. Please
volunteer your time to this
worthwhile cause. Our Black
prisoners need to expand their
educational assets, even
behind cell walls.
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Black Nationalism

Rand B

SOUL
CHART
This wk.

1 Me&Mrs. Jones Billy Paul
2 You Ought to be With Me Al
Green
3 I'm Stone In Love with You
Stylistics

4 Papa was a Rolling Stone
The Temptations
5 I Got a Bag of My Own
James Brown
6 Keeper of the Castle Four

Tops
7 Corner of the Sky Jackson 5

S Peace in the Valley of Love
Persuaders
9 Love Jones Brighter Side of
Darkness
10 I Found my Dad/Trouble in
my Home Joe Simon
11 Super Fly Curtis Mayfield

12 992 Arguments 0 ' Jays
13 Work To Do Isley Brothers
14 One Night Affair Jerry
Butler
15 Superstition Stevie Wonder
16 We Need Order Chi-Lites
17Man-Sized Job Denise
LaSalle
IS If You Don't Know Me By
Now Harold Melvin& The
Bluenotes
19 So Much Trouble in my Mind
Joe Quarterman & The Free
Soul

2t I Love You More Than
You'll Ever Know Donny
Hathawat

Garvey
Early

Traces of Black
Nationalism (USA)

The emergence of Black
nationalism was evidenced before
W. E . B. DuBoiS , Booker T.
iWashington or Marcus Garvey
conceived their seperate theories
on the development of Black people. As early as IS15 , Paul Cuffee,
a Black New England sailor,
acquired enough wealth to send
thirty -eight Blacks to Africa. A
year later the American Colonization Society was formed with an
emphasis on repatriating Blacks to
Liberia . By lS32 , the Negro
Convention Movement had secured
SOO acres of land in Canada and
settled 2,000 men , women , and
children. Later in 1854, the convention authorized three separate

repatriation movements to the
Niger Valley in Africa, Central
America, and Haiti.
Although
these different ventures cannot be
deemed successful they
nevertheless represent the embryonic stages of the ideology we
now know as Nationalism.
Before the end of the 19th century W.E.B . DuBois was advocating a peculiar brand of
Cultural Nationalism which quickly gathered international
significance and was called PanNegroism. DuBois later referred
to his concept as Pan-Africanism.
Booker T. Washington , another
important Black leader construed
nationalism in an economic context, and urged Blacks to pull
themselves up by their
'bootstraps. '

A very, very short story
The DJ on the radio said, "Call me Brother Love.", with a voice
as deep and rich as fine dark molasses he oozed the heavy
sweetness of his words into the micro phone to be carried over the
airwaves, finally to rest on the ears of the unseen listening
audience.
Gazing out of the studio window while Ike was testifying about
the stone fox who had him going in circles, Brother Love chuckled
acknowledgingly and hummed along. Black folks sure know where
it's at, he thought ; none of that "I Wanna Hold Your Hand" stuff
we get into it wholly!
'
At home with only Garrard, Fisher, and KLH for company, the
Sister flipped the AM/FM receiver button to on and settled back
into the plush soft chair to hear Brother Love rap on : "Hey
~ama! Why are you so sad, so blue? Take it easy, Baby; I've got
Just the thing for you. Have no fear- cause Brother Love is
here! " Closing her eyes to maximize her powers of concentration
the Sister allowed herself to be transported by the mellow sound~
of Pharoah's "ASTRAL TRAVELING" and drifted off.
The sound of an approaching car and the flash of headlights
across the darkened room brought the Sister out of the trance into
the her~ and now. In the distance a key was being turned in a lock,
the door was opened and closed. Not moving from the comfortable
chair the Sister again closed her eyes, trying to trace the muffled
cadence of footsteps on thick carpeting.
When the footsteps could be heard no more the Sister opened her
eyes and stretched her arms above her head until her hands made
contact with a soft wooly beard connected to a soft wooly afro by a
kind smiling face . "What more could I want?" questioned the
Sister. "A good man who plays good music?" replied the Brother.
Both laughed.
Cheryl Harris/

phase-nationalism, and as such
fail to endorse the principles of
Others step
Pan-Africanism.
beyond nationalism to embrace
the final phase, scientific
socialism, while bypassing PanAfricanism.

Garvey's back to Africa movement highlighted AfricanAmerican Nationalism and
spurred the national consciousness
of many West Indians. Garvey
consciously tried to formulate a
nationalist program that
West Indian Nationalism
transcended the much narrower
No
where is the weakness of
concepts of cultural restoration.
nationalism
more pronounced than
To him, the decolonization of
in the newly independent islandAfrica was pivotal to the struggle
nations of the Caribbean. The
for redemption . One of his
enthusiasm created by the
primary aims was to organize
nationalist movements in the
Blacks in America into a vanguard
islands di~d almost immediately
group with the hope of realizing
after
the change of constitutional
this goal. Note that elements of
status which assured political inthe Garvey brand of nationalism
dependence to several territories.
has been incorporated into the
Nationalism invariably failed to
current Pan-Africanist ideology
curb
imperialism, a condition
particularly in reference to the
which
is
necessary for the achieveliberation of Africa as a precondiment of economic independence
tion for the freedom of Blacks all
--cSnd development. Moreover, the
over.
decline of the European
The Nation of Islam
expatriates created the conditions
for the rise of a West Indian
Noble Drew Ali, W.D . Fard
bourgeois class which opted for the
(Father Divine), were other
control of the masses. A coalition
leaders who contributed substanof the new bourgeoisie and intertially to the development of Black
national capitalists effectively
Nationalism .
From Fard's
neutralized the labor movements
leadership sprang the Nation of
that were active during the 1930's
Islam which today represents the
1940's. Capitalist modes of
and
largest and most organized
production, capitalist systems and
nationalist element within the
institutions changed slightly to inBlack community here in
'olve the national bourgeoisie in
America. With the acquisition of
token
ownership, but the funproperties in Central America ,
damental
arrangements remained
Bermuda, and Jamaica, the
the same.
Muslims are seeking to conSome of the most devoted
solidate their gains and expand
nationalists in the late 1960's were
further in width and depth.
the West Indian elite who
. Irrespective of the variations in
remained dormant in the presence
the different brands of
of
the European, but who
nationalism,:\ notion belies a commushroomed in flying colors on
mon bond of all nationslits, i.e. ,
and after independence. For them
Black people are oppressed as a
nationalism could provide the
nation and in this case nationalist
means
for control of major
development requires a halt to
economic forces. At best however,
forces of oppression.
nationalism was only radically
The strength of nationalism lies
anti-colonialist and nothing else.
partly in its ability to rally
It
lacked a constructive program
followers. Garvey's program and
particularly
from an economic
more recently the Nation of Islam
vantage
point.
So capitalism brief. attest to its drawing capacity.
ly reformed itself and returned
A Basic Problem of Nationalism
wearing the new mask of neocolonialism.
One of the problems of
nationalism is its lack of a definiMarxist-Leninists & Nationalists
tion that projects beyond the basic
Black nationalism in the United
and fundamental tenet of Black
States
of America runs the same
socio-cultural-economic-political
risk of becoming bourgeois rather
solidarity and the complete control
than proletarian. From this angle,
over these spheres of the Black
nationalism as an ideology
experience. In other words,
becomes extremely vulnerable to
nationalism needs a supporting
the attacks of Marxist-Leninists
ideology or else it runs into the
who premise their arguments on
danger of retaining the political
class antagonisms instead of
and economic arrangements of
racial inequalities.
Marxism,capitalist-imperialism. For examLeninism
contends
that
the
ple, nationalism is predicated upon
struggle is between the capitalists
a Black value system which so far
and petit bourgeoisis (which inhas been amply defined in a sociocludes some Blacks) versus the
cultural context but falls short on a
worker proletariat. Under such
political and economic program.
circumstances, they claim, a
Many nationalists now :<ee the
socialist transformation of inneed for a higher phase of developstitutions, wealth and influence is
ment ; the ingredients of which
indeed necessary. Nationalists
lies in scientific-socialism
embracing
Scientific Socialism
(Ujamaa) . Seen in its logical
also attest to the necessity of a ungrowth the process becomes first
iversal socialist arrangement. In
nationalism, 2) Pan-Africanism
their judgement however, race
(which is labelled as the highest
cuts
across all lines, including
form of nationalism because of its
class and consequently they are
global significance) 3) Scientific
less sympathetic to the formation
Socialism.
of an interracial proletarian coaliOf course some nationalists contion.
fine . themselves to the first

Ms. Louise Miller
Ms. Louise Miller, who received her Ph.D. In bacteriology has
gone to Atlanta, Georgia. While here at URI, she added much to
the campus. She worked on C.A.N.E., and Uhuru Sa88. With her
departure, combined sympathies and hopes that she would aspire
elsewhere are felt by all she leaves behind. For two consecutive
years, she worked hand In hand with Uhuru Sa88 members. She
Implemented many Ideas and guidances to this organization.
Although her departure creates sadness within the minds of those
she leaves behind, all hope that her future will be a prosperous
one. "Carryon the things you have started among Blacks here on
campus at Spellman College Ma. Miller. This Is all the Black community here at URI aaks of you."
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The Gospel Festival that turned out to be a highly inspiring
emotion-filled program was presented by the Afro-American
Society of Rhode Island Junior College, Sunday, Dec. 10. The three
featured groups included: Tbe United Gospel Gborus, The
Ebenezer Babtist Choir, and the Helen Holland Singers of Boston,
Massachusetts.
The evening program began about 5:30 before a good sized crowd
in the new auditorium of the Warwick campus. To "loosen" the
specatators the United Gospel Chorus sang a few old hymns with
various parts done acapella style. The Chorus consisted of what
seemed to be a family of two sisters, two brothers and their
parents. The audience showed their appreciation with a warm
extended response of hand-clapping at their conclusion.
The program continued with the approximately 18-member
Ebenezer Baptist Choir of Providence; R.1. Spirituals were led by
different members of the group, proving the talents of the coir as a
whole. One member, a young woman, particularly displayed
excellence through her quality-rich voice while singing an old
favorite of many, "Oh, Happy Day." Her voice and her outward
intensiveness as well as the chorus brought a few people to their
feet along with the foot-tapping and hand-clapping of others. This
choir also was warmly received and thanked by the people. Then
came the Helen Holland Singers.
Helen herself was on the piano, while her husband Rev. Holland
led the gospel group backed by two sisters and a brother. Sensing
that the crowd was still refraining from moving or being moved by
the music, Rev. Holland set out to even further remove any
stiffness which may have lingered .. Rev. Holland himself had no
qualms at all about showing his feeling and inspiration he received
while performing. From the beginning to the end, his entire
energy and deep down feelings seemed to have been gathered up
and relaesed in the form of a song. Mrs. Holland who coordinates,
arranges, and writes the music chimed_ in to the delight of the
onlookers. Even before the Helen Holland Singers were through,
the audience had definitely caught the contagious inspirational
feelings of the quintet and brdught the complete auditorium to
their feet singing along, clapping, and moving vigorously.
The program ended about 7:30 with the performers along with
the spectators tired, but they left with a feeling of euphoria. This
was the first of many affairs to be sponsored by the Afro-American
Society of Rhode Isaldn Junior College this year.
Cora Watkins

God loaned to Africa?
(continued from last issue)
There is none above you,Oh God. We praise you, you who are
God. Protect us, we are in your hands .. ."
.
God was loaned to Africa, the theme runs through a number of
books on African religion. The implication is that the notion of a
Supreme Being is not native to Africa , that God was imported from
Western Europe to Africa. One major good, therefore, that
colonialism is thought to have taken to Africa is the notion of God.
When ' "God" was taken there the name was adapted into African
languages and traditions, it would seem. Because of this early
Europeans to Africa described any religious forms they found as
primitive polytheism, or monotheisms, fetishism, or heathenism
or in downright derogatory terms .
How come all over the continent there should be so many
names for God? To the Bakura and other Central African people,
God is either Nzambi or Onyame, he is Leza to the Lamba of Zambia and Amma to the Dogon. The Bini designate Him Soko and the
Ibo refer to him as Chukwu. The Ewes call him Mawu or
Adanuwoto and the Yorubas Olorun. The list could go on and on.
Such a proliferation of names for one Being should inform the most
doubtful that God has been known wherever man has been and
Black people too except someone is going to dig some Latin roots
of the words to indicate that they were borrowed from Rome .
From the singularity of God everywhere, you will know that
African religion is theistic or theocentric. Everything revolves
around God. The African conception of Him is overwhelming.
Consider a few of the titles or attributes given Him.
He is Supreme.
Older than all things on earth.
Alone- the Greatest (Onyankopon).
The Dependable, bulwark (Tweaduampon).
Creator, Sculptor (Adanuwoto)
The Powerful (Otumfo)
The Eternal One (Odomankoma)
The Great Spider (Ananse Kokroko)
The Wise One
The one who exists by himself.
Omniscient (Ohu Adee Nyinaa)
Omnipresent (owo babiara)
Besides being theocentric, African religion is also polytheisti~ .
This is where many westerners have come to look askanc~ at It,
because to them everything should be in mono-terms. The Idea of
polytheism, therefore, is anathema to th.e m.
.
African polytheism considers a world v~ew of different powers.:
divine, human, animal,plant, good and eVIl. Thes~ are arranged 10
a heirarchy order with God at the apex of the blerarchy. Under
God are usually the Supreme Gods, the mouthpiece of God serving

On January 4, 1971, Dr. Leon .
Sullivan was elected to the Board
of Directors of one of the largest
corpora tions in America:
General Motors. It is quite evident that Sullivan was elected to
this position because he is Black;
and because of his long history of
achievements in the Black communities in the United States and
now, also, abroad.
In the 1960's, Sullivan initiated
major boycotts of leading
businesses in Pennsylvania, advising Blacks not to buy products
from firms who discriminated in
their hiring practices against
minority groups. Twenty-eight
successful campaigns called
Selective Patronage Programs,
opened-up job opportunities to
minority groups in Philadelphia,
for the first time in the city's
history. This new job market
convinced Dr. Sullivan to develop
a manpower training program
called Opportunities Industrialization Centers (O.I.C.)
which trains 35,000 people for
jobs each year, free of charge.
The success of O . I.C. in
Philadelphia to its spreading to
100 cities in America and five
countries in Africa.
Taking
OJ.C.'s concept one step further,
"We Help Ourselves." Sullivan
developed a stock plan called
"The 10-36 Plan," and invested
money from the Black community into Black owned and operated ·
Progress Plaza Shopping
Centers. Zion Garden Apartment
Complexes, Real Estates, "OUR
MARKETS" corner supermarkets, Management Training
Programs, Scholarship, etc.
As an independent thinker,
Sullivan cast a lonely vote for

G.M. to pack up and get out of
Sl)uth Africa in 1971. Also, since
his appointment, Sullivan has
presented G.M. with a three-year
plan to get minority individuals
positions with that corporjtion.
Presently, Sullivan 's O.I.C .
organizations in 100 cities
throughout America is recruiting
young energetic minority individuals for the GM Institute in
Flint, Michigan. The O.I.C.'s are
in contact with high school
counselors, selecting bright
young graduates to apply for this
training. Not only Blacks are
recruited for GM : in an area
where there is a MexicanAmerican O.I.C., San Jose,
California, a predominately Indian OJ.C. in Oklahoma City and
in the Appalachia whites are
recruited to the GM Institute.
Women are considered to be a
minority, therefore they too can
attend GMI.
Since 1971, Sullivan has sent
approximately fifty students to
the Institute. Individuals who
cannot afford the tuition of $1,655.20 per year can go on GM's
work-study program.
All
students receive a stipend of $4,500 while in training for the first
year, which increases each
semester depending on the
training.
All interns are
guaranteed a job after completing the five-year program in
Industrial, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering or in Industrial Administration, for
which the salary is then increased to around $12,000 a year.
This program is a means of obtaining a B.S. degree .
In Sullivan's home state, Pennsylvania, he was given a $186,000
grant to start an O.I.C.- GM
students. O.I.C. trained 86
mechanics and placed 97 per cent
of them. The retension rate was
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as intermediaries between Creator and creatures. The African
feels that if on earth man sets up institutions like kingship,
presidency, or monarchy and places a lot of intermediaries
(secretaries, undersecretaries, ministers) under the King or president, how dare man appeal to Onyankopon, the ultimate directly. He
has to go through some linguist. The intermediary, you will see vary
from religion to religion: Jesus for the Christian, Buddha for the Buddist, Mohammed for the Moslem.
Below the Gods are minor deities, below whom also come the
dead and the base of the pyramid is taken by the living. Man prays
through this bureaucratic set up to God, but there is no redtapeism involved in communication since man has a direct line
also to God by passing the set up. "If you want to speak to God ,
you speak to the wind," the Akan says. The set up does not take
away the pre-eminence of God. In every prayer God 's name comes
first.
"Otweaduanpong Kwame ... " would begin an Ashanti prayer,
meaning "You unfailing God born on a Saturday."
The African conceives a common bond between the unborn, the
living, the dead, the spirits, the gods and God and the latters
blessing runs down to those to be born. African music expresses it,
African dancing portray it, African dirges and proverbs speak it
and all of it lives through African art and sculpture.
Give the religion any name you like, the headache is your own.
Like Black experience everywhere, it is essentially what it is and
we understand it. It is not Christianity. It doesn't have to be
anyway and so to attempt to look it from Western environment
would be an exercise in futility. A theistic religion (as one author
put it) need not be monotheistic or even polytheistic. The question
is who made the western man a judge over the world religions?
Here too we could go on indefinitely. These indicate God's
transcendence, his immenence. Consider the Zulu title, "He who
bends down majesties." God is the pre-eminent Being, the
mysterious, a spirit whom no mortal can understand. He is the one
behind creation, holding everything together.
God is thou~htof sometimes in anthropomorphic terms. He is not
just power, but also a person. The Fon call him Mawu-Lisa , the
Supreme female-male the Ashanti, call Him Onyankopon Kwame .
Nuba call him mother. He has life, He is conscious and is
sometimes thought of as married though in human terms. History
and mythology confirm his past acts and proverbs reiterate his influence today and tomorrow.
Africans have the notion of the good days (a golden age) when
God was nearer to man . A sepa ration is thought to have come
because of man's disobediance, his impertinence, his arrogance.
Prior to the sepl1ration there was no pain, no suffering and no
death. The separation is said to have been caused by a woman.
Kwame Asanti

Service Training School. The
twenty-week classes are held at
O.I.C. In 1971-72, the projected
training figure was eighty
100 per cent.
The projected
figure for 1972 is 100 trainees and
80 per cent placement. All
students are guaranteed jobs
after completion of course work.
Job developers will find a position for them in industry, or they
may be placed at one of seven
O.I.C. Service Stations in the
Philadelphia area. The students
are trained in mechanics, chassis
repair, auto body and fender
work, etc.
Individuals are recruited for
the training by the 0 .1. C.
prototype, or hear about the
program from their friends.
Suprisingly enough, many of
these trainees are former
welfare recipients, veterans,
persons on Public Assistance,
and former prisoners. Waiting
lists per semester totals reach as
high as 78 names. Residents of
Philadelphia benefit from this
training directly . If cars need to
be fixed, one can bring it to the
O.I.C.- GM Training Program
and have it repaired free of
charge. These O.I.C. services
schools are beginning to spread
to other cities such as New York,
Washington, and Erie, Pennsylvania.
Sullivan's election to the board
of GM has given Blacks a new
hope that change can be made
within the framework of the
We urge
American system.
more corporations to give Blacks
a voice where it counts- on the
corporate board level. Blacks
are needed, not as tokens, but as
initiators of constructive
programs to help minority communities throughout America.
Call it "Corporate Responsibility" or "Public Interest" if
you want, but we need more
Rev . Leon H. Sullivans in power
positions in this country to represent the minority masses and to
benefit our economic upward
mobility.
by Lorise Willis
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Black Historical
Events of the
Month

Booklist
Books ' to be Read

. The Choice: The issue of
Black survival in America; by
Samuel F. Yette
2. Crisis of the Negro Intellectual:
Harold Cruse ·
December I
3. Stokely Speaks: Stokely Carmichael
Ms. Rosa Parks, a 42-yea~-old Black seamstress, refused to get up and
4. The Myth of Black Capitalism:
make way for some white passengers on a Montgomery city bus.
EarlOfari
1955. Her ensuing arrest precipitated the successful Montgomery Bus
5.
Class Struggle in Africa:
Boycott.
Nkrumah
Kwame
December 4
6. The Challenge of Nationhood:
f~~ago police attacked Black Panther headquarters, slaying two.
Jom Mboya
7. Wretched of the Earth: Franz
Fannon
The Amsterdam News, largest weekly community newspaper in the
U.S.A. , founded. 1909.
8. The Black Librarian in
America: E. Josey
December 10
The Black Aesthetic: Addison
9.
Dr. Ralph J . Bunche, first Black awarded the Nobel Peace Prize
Gayle
1950.
.
10. The Negro as Capitalist: Abran
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., awarded Nobel Peace Prize. 1964.
L. Harris
December 11
11. That's Where the Cat's At
Baby: Milt Jackson
U.S. Supreme ~ourt reversed breach-of-peace convictions of sit-in
12. Christian and Muslim in
demonstrators In Baton Roug~ Louisiana. 1961.
Africa: Noel Q. King
During World War II ~lHOOO Blacks served in all branches of the
13. Rap On Race: James Baldwin
armed forces. Approx. 7OQOOO engaged in battles in all theatres of and Margaret Mead
war; approx. 7,768 were officers.
: 14. Black Theatre: Lindsay Patterson
December 12
15. 36 Children: Herbert Kohl
Joseph H. Rainey. Appointed first Black U.S. Representative. 1879.
December 13
First Black servicewomen sworn into the WAVES. 1944.
December 22
Dr. W.E.B. DuBois, first Black elected to membership in National
Institute of Arts and Letters . 1943.
I
December 24
Georgia Infirmary, first hospital in U.S. for Blacks, was granted its
Have a Soulful New
charter. 1832.
Year's Eve
December 25
sponsored by: The Black
Cab Calloway, singer, bandleader, and originator of the term "jitterbug." Born 1907.
Coalition Coordinating
December 27
Committee.
A party will
African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church founded at New Bern, North
be
held
Dec.
31 at the
Carolina. 1862.
Sandturn
Community
December 31
Center (located on
Washington ordered recruiting officers to accept enlistment of free
Blacks. 1775.
Sandturn Rd., West

Kingston).
admission cost: $5.00 per
person.
The cost Includes a soul-food
dinner or a ham dinner
(which ever you prefer.)
'come and enjoy'

f

Support Needed for Head Start
Program

Stage I
.
With you I have experienced
oppreSSIOn, sadness, hate and genocide ...
.
The obstacle you have planted in
my pathway IS your clever way of denying me my freedom ...
'1 1 '
The constant struggle I have endured
,vI not end In the nearly forseen future ...
f
.
The pain and the deep sunken scars
o your oppressIOn of me grows ever strong. . .
.
.
I '
To rid my soul of your evilness
must commit myself to the destruction of your malicious society . . .
.
I will no longer allow you to
rape my mind with your filth . .
The termination of your reign
grows near.
h'
.
.
. I will free myself from your evil
""! Ite ways, you~ eVil. white minds, your evil white selves and ult Imately your evil white world.
'
Revolution, brothers and sisters is inevitable!
Alexa Grant

o~KILUNGYOOR ~p

Gloria Huntley of the
Washington County Assistance
Corp is structuring a Head Start
Program for the entire
Washington County Area. This
program is slated to begin in
February.
We are recruiting, at this time
applications for pre-schOOler;
(age 3-5), and a number of
employ~es. A?yone knowing of
any eligIble chIldren living in the
Washington County area are
asked to contact: Dan Price-210
Ballentine Hall-792-2901 or
Gloria Huntley- WCA C-85
Caswell St. -789-8081 for information and
applications.
Our research indicates a great
?eed for a program of this nature
In the Washington County
area-any support we receive will
be greatly appreciated.

-Dan Price

Uhuru Sasa basketball Intramurals are now in full
swing. Several evenings a
week games take place in
Keaney Gymnasium.
U.S.
members please attend! The
players need your support. We
need a dynamite team to come
out as number one on campus.
• Last year, we were way ahead.
Let's keep on top. The playoffs
are closer than you think!!

•

Uganda-Tanzania confl ict
continued from ' page 7
reportedly helped get him into power, but against who~ he has not
turne~ ; and the massacre last year of Langi and Acholi tribesmen,
the tribesmen .who traditionally supported Pres. Obote (a Langi)
and who are said to have made up a good deal of the invading force.
So reckless has been Gen. Amin 's playing of tribal politics that
now even the sole remaining tribal ally for him inside Ugandathose from his native West Nile region- is said to be fast
becoming a burnt bridge and some reports say that almost half his
.present army is composed of mercenaries.
The problem which emerges from all this is that the move to
return Pres. Obote to power must be motivated by more than
tribal con~idera~ions if it is to be successful. If the invading Acholi
and Langl g~errtl~as were only interested in tribal concerns, they
were potenbally Just as dangerous as Gen. Amin.
The current East African truce has submerged these many
problems for the moment. But just as it may well be only a cease
fire agreement, postponing to another date the struggle to remove
Ge~. Amin (by ei~he~ internal or external forces), the problems
which ~merged ",,!Ith It may also be expected to reappear in other
forms In the continued quest for African unity and unity throughout
the peoples of color of the Third World.
by Milton Coleman

I

'we've-got-to-do-something! !'

I

Rhode Island College held a dance In honor of the upsetting
killings at Southern University. All proceeds will go to the Legal
Defense Fund at that college. The dance was themed as -A Black
Christmas Dance. From eight o'clock until one o'clock. brothers
and sisters partied. The date was Friday. December 15th. A
minimal fee of 75 cents was collected from off campus students.
We are all tired of the stereotyped Image of a White Christmas.
R.I.C. helped Black students free themaelv8S of this Image.

Jaclyn
continued from page 7
provides an opportunity to explore
alternative programs for a communi ty drug program and
resources available.
The
workshop uses specialists in the
areas of law enforcement, and
medical professions, as well as the
Jaclyn trainer team.
fhe Sex Education Program
provided by Jaclyn is designed to
serve the needs of all age groups.
Trained discussion leaders, including two psychologists, a
marriage counselor and a
registered nurse, present a basic
curriculum which stresses student
participation. Program objective
is to provide factual information
upon which students can base a
value code choice with firm
knowledge of the consequences of
alternative forms of behavior.
Discussion topics include
physiology of sex and reproduction, sexuality, responsibilities of
family living as well as contraception and health, which includes a
discussion of venereal disease.
The Human Awareness attempts
to provide better understanding of
Black Development of awareness
needs. This program will not apply sensitivity or confrontation appraoches. Jaclyn feels that either
of these approaches alone does
not help to solve behavioral

relationships.
In this human
awareness training, concentration
will be focused upon behavioral
change, as opposed to attitudinal
change.
President Jack Warrick was
pleased with the accomplishments
of Black Gold. In Rhode Island, he
stated, there is no minority communication device. We must
publish our accomplishments. He
expressed his views on the Black
student as tomorrow's leaders. A
note to Black intellects-Jaclyn
hopes to expand its personnel to include services for placement of
minority colle~e students.
"As a B1ack-business, there is a
serious need for young Black men
and women on campuses of our universities and colleges to graduate
better equipped to deal with'
economic, political, and social
realities that confront the Black
enclave in its efforts to survive.
Without an increase in students
with these capabilities , the
leadership in the movement will
suffer proportionately. More and
more, it becomes increasingly imperative that the Black man and
woman will have to learn more
about the processes of the majority system to be of an asset to the
future of all "Blacks."
Nancy Perry

..
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18 Benefit Street

Providence R.I.
Telephone: 331-3091

" get your head together"

Who grows with their child
in wisdom experience and fruitful knowledge.
Who cares if son's teeth are clean
and daughter's shoes are brightly polished.
who has the seed to restore in the world
a foundation of good or evil
who shows to the child
from his first breath he's loved
beyond and above.
who's proud of their child's success
and boasts about their trials,
Who cares oh! Who cares when there is no other,
the warm tender smile,
the contentment the gladness that the further
years has in store for just a mother.
for God's greatest gift to woman is giving birth
for this is the salt of the earth.
Lorise Willis

.~

2:

Marinello Beauty Shoppe

When son has nicked his knee,
or sis tom her new dress who cares,
who's happy to see a child asleep
in God's gift of peaceful rest,
who's contented with the small,
things of life and sacrifices her all,
who's shed a tear when she sees
her child hurt from a simple fall.
who when son has come home crying
from a fight, who hugs him and says
everything's alright .
who makes sure daughter knows her part
in the school play,
who cares if she's properly dressed
and keeps her that way.
who cares if a child is good,
naughty and mischeivous at times.
who cares when their child reci tes
his first nursery rhyme.
who makes sure santa comes down the
chimney early on Christmas morn,
to indicate to the child that Jesus Christ
was born .

~.

!

Christmas means something different to different types of people. To. some factions on the continent the brothers and sisters
celebrate Kwanza- meaning "first" in Swahili. The festivities
are in honor of the first harvest of the year. Unlike the Christian
connotations underlying the Christmas holiday here in the United
States, Kwanza has a more 'concrete, less abstract meaning as
does much of African culture. Nevertheless"many Black people in
the United States are aware of its occurence as proven by Brown
University's celebration of Kwanza, Sunday, Dec. 10. It is
celebrated for the most part in the Eastern portion of the continent, usually around the time Christmas is acknowledged here in
America .
The importance of recognizing Kwanza is two fold. First, to give
recognition to the festivity, would heighten our own awareness of
our ancestors and the cultural background from which they came.

What's Going On

..

Back in the late 1960's the talk
was high on revolution. On ghetto
street corners the rap hardly
devia ted from revol u tio(lary
ethics. No where else was the condition more ripe for the transformation of fundamental beliefs into
const.ructed action. The conditions
still remai n but the talk is
changing. Many ask why.
A e the Panthers 'reha bilitated'
as one brother recently affirmed?
Is the so-called American
Democracy of such nature that it
meticulously at will, laughingly
absorbs revolutionary fervor; or
does the solution to blighted ghettos, malnutrition, lack of jobs and
other inequities, rest i n political
representat on and par ticipatIOns-e.g., Black voter
regis tra tio n dri ves, skillful
political
and
economic
organiza tion?
In a discussion on the new
Panther approach and community
programs (i.e. sickle cell
research, Breakfast program,
etc .), Bobby Seale declared that
the 'system' was all encompassing. Meaning, that there is no
such thing as-working outside that
nebulous term "system" or the
sometimes called 'establishment.'
But can we work to change the
system since we are trapped
within?
Suppose, for the sake of discussion, we attempt to define the
system as a configuration of institutions and systems-political,
legal, economic and cultural. In so
far as this definition holds, can we
concertedly work to affect changes
in the system and so, for example,
eliminate the adverse social conse q uence s r e s ult i ng from
capitalism?
F or further clarification, if we
onsid r the programs of t he
Panthers. Black Muslims. and
People UOlted L Sa y Humani ty
f PUSlll , wha t can we say for their
capacity La build institutiOns that
are less acquisitive and profit
motiv ted in nature See, Western
C pilahsm resulted UrsUy from a
value
ystem (I.e . the
PUritan / Protestant ethic of thrift,
the necessHy of hard work and
other I-An-Individual-l-Can- akeIt-On-My-Own type no :ons ) :

secondly, from the rise of Soc.ia I
Darwinism--dog eat dog and the
survival of the fittest-better
translated to human ea t human,
figuratively that is, or is it?
With the influence of Social
Da rwinism one can clear ly
visualize a marriage between
capitalism and racism . This has
serious im p lica lions whel.
capitalist development becomes
the mode of Black economic
growth.
Imagine Blacks practicing genocide against Blacks?
Listen: "I'm a Black Capitalist.
Look nigger, increase your ea rning, save, invest or die ." That's
the capitalist mentality .
A point in order. There's no such
thing as a Black capitalist.
Blacks, at his point and time, can
be at best or rather at worst,
aspiring bourgeoisie. Capitalists
by way of definition, own the
means of production, and distribution; condi lions that require
ownership of land, for the extraction of minerals and other raw
materials and for the circulation
of manufactured goods. (e .g., who
owns the, for instance, iron are
deposits and who owns the land
and subsequently the road systems
on which the ore is transported to
smelting furnaces?) .
In essence, what we need are institutions that promote
'cooperative economics ' that will
inhibit ruthless competition among
ourselves lest we become like
animals. Note that cooperative
does not s tem from the word 'corpora tion' that you read in business
manuals or that the so-ca l ed
business xecutives are prone to
t ;,<; abo ut. No . coopera tl ve
economics m an tha we build
togelher and share lhe proceed so
as to bridge the dispafl y between
the rich and the poor
Smce we slopped shootIng the
rheLonc thal burned holes through
rool tops in the late 1960's, what's
next ':' If we retreal like the
Panlhers did to organize and build,
then we mu t al1dres ourselves to
the tasks ahead. There IS a need to
organize, mobilizl' and redirect.
teach and ubseQuenUv learn.

l

So until the revolution comes we
need physicists, lawyers, doctors,
engineers, political strategists, entrepreneurs, and sophisticated
garbage collectors. No pimps or
hustlers carrying out internal
ghetto programs . If you can pimp
and hustle from the rich to feed the
poor thats cool for now . But later,
as our value system dictates, we
must do away with such practices
which are essentially the social
. consequesnces of capitalism .
If I'm wrong, let me know.
Atiba

Bu~

even more significant, is the need for Black people in the
UOlted States to be about redefining all terms, events, and concepts, in order that we strengthen our reliance on one another, and
move toward a greater degree of independent thought.
In the past, Black people have accepted unquestioningly all that
was written, visualized, and interpreted for us by others. Today
we need to be about redefining, reinterpreting, and revisuaJizing ,
or at least have another alternative creating a choice if we even
consider the concept of nationhood. Independence does not mean
solely political or economic independence. bu t engulfs 10dependence of t.hought also.
In acknowledging Kwanza , we heighten our a wareness a nd exercise as welJ as practice our interpretative powers.
A Happy Kwanza to You"

I

